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Abstract 

Radome is an Aerospace mission critical component that covers the radar with transmitting and 

receiving antennas, allowing microwave transmission and protecting them from harsh environment 

during flight. Radome is made up of Glass Phenolic composite using matched die moulding. The 

interlaminar density variations in Radome may affect the structural integrity of Radome and 

microwave transmission resulting in signal loss & distortion. This paper discusses the usefulness of 

Computed Tomography (CT) in evaluating the interlaminar density variations in  Radome when 

conventional methods such as X-ray Radiography and Ultrasonic methods have limitations in 

evaluating the same. X-ray Radiography and Real Time Radiography (RTR) compress structural 

information from a 3D volume to a 2D image. Ultrasonic inspection techniques suffer from the fact 

that composite materials contain many signal dispersing interfaces. CT generates thin cross 

sectional image (slice) of test object without interference from overlying and underlying areas. The 

line profile plots differentiate interlaminar density variations from delaminations. The 2D slices are 

stacked one over the other to generate 3D view and to assess the extent of interlaminar density 

variations in three dimensions. The salient features of CT in assessing the interlaminar density 

variations are highlighted.   

Introduction 

Radome is an Aerospace mission critical component that covers the radar with transmitting and 

receiving antennas, allowing microwave transmission with minimum loss and distortion, whilst 

protecting the equipment from the harsh environment. The Radome is made up of Glass Phenolic 

composite using matched die moulding. The interlaminar density variations in Radome may affect 

the structural integrity of the Radome during flight and also the microwave transmission resulting in 

signal loss & distortion. This paper discusses the difficulties in evaluating the interlaminar density 

variations in thick composite Radome using conventional Non Destructive Evaluation (NDE) 

methods such as X-ray Radiography and Ultrasonic methods and how X-ray Computed 

Tomography (CT) has helped to assess it.  

NDE deals with the evaluation of structural integrity of hardware without affecting their 

functionality and useful lifetime. X-ray Radiography is able to reveal gross density variations in 

Radome, where as finding of interlaminar density variations is a cumbersome process as multiple 

radiographs at different angles need to be superimposed and analyzed. Since Radiography 

compresses 3D information of Radome into a 2D image, it is difficult to locate interlaminar density 

variations and their extent in three dimensions.  Ultrasonic methods (Pulse-echo & Dry-coupling 

techniques) pose ambiguity in locating and finding extent of interlaminar density variations due to 

multiple reflections and refractions of sound beam from different layers of thick composite 

Radome. This makes interpretation of results difficult and does not readily provide accurate 3-D 

information pertaining to the shape and size of defects. In view of this, CT has been employed to 

assess the interlaminar density variations. 
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CT generates a thin cross-sectional (slice) image of the test object and the image represents 

point-by-point distribution of linear attenuation coefficients of the object. The linear attenuation 

coefficient is approximately proportional to the physical density of the material, effective atomic 

number of the material and the energy of X-ray beam. CT images are free from overlying and 

underlying areas of the object and are highly sensitive to small density differences (<1%) between 

structures. As CT images are in digital form, the images may be enhanced using image processing 

tools and compared with digital data from other NDE modalities. The slices can be stacked one over 

the other and its 3D image can be generated and can be cut at any angle to view the extent of 

information in three dimensions. 

Experimental procedure 

RT was carried out on Radome using film Radiography. CT was done using DRDL’s 

indigenously developed X-ray Industrial Computed Tomography (ICT) system. The ICT system 

consists of a 450 kV X-ray source, 256-channel detector array with 18 bit dynamic range and a 6-

axes mechanical object manipulator [1]. The resolution of the system is 500 µm with 1 mm slice 

thickness.  

Results and Discussion 

 
Fig. 1. Tomograms of Radome taken at different locations 

Radiography obtains gross density variations rather than density variations in different layers of 

the Composite Radome as discussed above. Fig. 1 shows the Composite Radome and Tomograms 

obtained at different cross-sections. Different materials are seen as different shades of grayscale in 

the image with brightest region correspond to highest dense material in the Radome, whereas pixels 

in regions corresponding to same material will have same values. It is clear from fig. 1 that the 

Tomograms taken at different locations have shown uniform grayscale shade and no density 

variations observed.  

To analyze the subtle features in the image, an area on the image is selected and reconstructed to 

the entire image grid. Fig. 2 shows the Region of Interest (ROI) reconstructed Tomogram of 

Radome. This gives an enlarged view of the region to have more details in the selected area on the 

image. In ROI, the image is re-reconstructed with a finer grid size to reduce the pixelization effects 

associated with Zooming the original image to a bigger size. ROI image confirms the uniformity of 

density in different layers of the composite. Thus CT could eliminate the ambiguity in locating and 

identifying the interlaminar density variations compared to conventional NDE methods.  



 
Fig. 2. Region of Interest (ROI) reconstructed Tomogram of Radome 

Figs. 3 (a, b) shows the line profile plots showing the pixel values along the lines marked on 

Tomograms of Radome. The line profile plot gives quantified information of the density variation. 

The average of the pixel values on the line give a measure of density of the material and standard 

deviation is a measure of the variation in density. Fig 3a is the line profile in the composite region 

showing uniform density at all the layers of Composite Radome. Fig 3b is line profile showing 

density difference between the composite and metal bulk head regions. Line profile plots increase 

the confidence level in evaluating the interlaminar density variations. The 2D slices (Tomograms) 

are stacked one over the other to generate 3D view and can be used to visualize density variation in 

the vertical (Z) direction. Cases of interlaminar density variations have been reported earlier in the 

failure of the space shuttle launched communication satellites to obtain proper orbit in February 

1984 [2]. CT could only find them in some of the rocket motor exit cones of the type used with the 

satellites, however, these variations had not been detected by routine inspection of the components 

[2].  

 
Figs. 3 (a, b) Line profiles along lines marked on Tomograms of Radome 

In order to demonstrate the CT potential for evaluation of density variations, Tomograms of 

Carbon Phenolic composite sample was studied. Figs. 4 (a, b) show the Tomograms of the Carbon 

Phenolic composite sample with its line profiles revealing density variations and defect. The 

composite material is supposed to have uniform density profile, however, the convex region of the 

line profile in Fig. 4(a) corresponds to a low dense region in the composite sample. Fig 4b shows 

the line profile with spikes due to density variations and a dip corresponding to a crack in the 

composite sample. This is how CT helps to differentiate density variations from the crack present in 

the sample.  

 

                            

 



 
Fig. 4 (a, b). Tomogram of Carbon Phenolic composite sample  

with line profile revealing density variations 

Conclusions 

Computed Tomography (CT) provided three-dimensional quantitative information especially in 

evaluation of complex mission critical components. Its ability to discriminate density variations 

suggests a suitable method for detecting the interlaminar density variations in composite Radome. 

ROI reconstructed Tomograms and line profile plots helped in precisely detecting and quantifying 

interlaminar density variations. Thus CT has emerged as a powerful tool in detecting interlaminar 

density variations with an edge over conventional NDE methods.  
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